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Objectives of the course

1 Providing an overview of the state-of-the-art

macroeconomic models in a historical perspective
(chronological presentation, in parallel with macroeconomic
developments).

2 Showing the main analytical and numerical techniques of

resolution of these models through examples (dynamic
optimization, log-linearization, method of undetermined
coe�cients, impulse responses, simulations of moments, etc.)

3 Being able to read, understand and explain major academic

papers in the field.

4 Developing a critical view on models (hypotheses, insights,
limitations, alternatives).
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Structure of the course: mostly a reading group.

Venue: See schedule.pdf on blackboard, � 30 hours.

First half of the course – Lectures: ”A roadmap to

macroeconomic modeling from 1970s on”.

From Tuesday Dec. 12 on – Students’ presentations and class
discussions:

Topic 1 – New Keynesian DSGE models : Ingredients.

Topic 2 – Extensions of the Baseline New Keynesian Model.

Topic 3 – Policies and Macroeconomic Stabilization.

Topic 4 – Monetary Policy and Zero-Lower Bound.

Topic 5 – Behavioral Approaches to Macroeconomics.

After the Christmas break: final exam.

Assignments: guidelines

Grading: Presentation (1�3), Final exam with two parts (1�3
each).

Passing: at least 5.5/10 in each of the two.

Final exam – content: Choice between two topics for an essay
(approx. two pages) and a course question.

Final exam – requirements:

1 Understanding of the main concepts;
e.g. rational expectations, Taylor rule, zero-lower bound.

2 Knowledge of the main characteristics, insights and limitations
of the models studied in the lectures and the papers.
e.g.: What are the main limitations associated to RBC models? Why are

nominal rigidities essential to New Keynesian models? What are the

implications of the introduction of learning in terms of policy conclusions

from New Keynesian models?

3 You will have access to any material you want and have the
Christmas break to write the exam.



Assignments: guidelines

Presentations – organization:

1 9 papers in total.

2 Presentation by group of 2 students (possibly individually).

3 All papers have to be downloaded with a UU connection.

4 Give me today your preferences from the reading list (on
blackboard). I will try to allocate e�ciently the papers among
you.

5 By tomorrow, I will provide you with the schedule of
presentations for the rest of the period.

Presentations – Grading and Feedback: you will receive by
email, privately, a feedback on your presentation and your grade.

Presentations – Appointments: to discuss a presentation
beforehand or afterwards. Possible but not mandatory. Send an
email!

Assignments: guidelines
Each two-hour session is a “seminar session” of 1:30 hour approx.
each in total (or two seminars over three hours).
Each presentation is followed by a discussion with the group. To
facilitate the discussion, you have to prepare questions.
I will give the first presentation on Dec. 6 with the paper
Christiano, L., Eichenbaum, M. and Evans, C., 2005, Nominal
Rigidities and the Dynamic E↵ects of a Shock to Monetary Policy,
Journal of Political Economy, vol. 113(1), pages 1-45, so that you
have an example.

Questions: additionally, for all the papers that you do not have
to present, you are required to prepare two questions to ask to
the presenter or the rest of the audience.

These questions can be:
� Clarification, understanding questions;
� Criticisms;
�
Better: Elements of discussion for the group (e.g. comparison
with related literature, proposition of extension, etc.).
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Guidelines for Presentation (1/2)

1 It should be approx. 40 minutes.

2 Should convey the main contribution of the paper: e.g.
explaining some stylized facts, incorporating new features into
an existing model, providing a policy recommendation, etc.

3 Introduce and motivate the topic: e.g. with data, stylized
facts, limitations of existing literature, etc.

4 Put the paper in the perspective of the existing literature and
macroeconomic context.

5 You can be selective. No need to cover all results of the paper
in details.

6 Make it well structured. You can follow the structure of the
paper.
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Guidelines for Presentation (2/2)

8 Try to use simple words, and explain all the special
terminology.

9 You can use any means if necessary (handouts, figures,
stories, whiteboard, metaphors, experiments...)

10 Not too much text on each slide. (Do what I say, not what
I do......)

11 Try to make your presentation interactive. Do not hesitate to
enroll your fellow students.

12 Be sure to make your own judgment. Be critical, but no too
critical.

13 It is ok not to understand everything. Do not hesitate to

share with the audience what was not clear to you!.
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A (brief) historical perspective

1929-1939: ”Great

Depression”

deflation & unemp.

XIXe - 1920s: Classical theory

(e.g. Smith, Say, Mill)

No policy intervention,
competition and free trade

1920s:
”Roaring

Twenties”

growth in
GDP, debt,
money.

1929:
market crash

1939-1945:
WW2

1939 19451933

1933-1939 : Rooselvelt’s
”New Deal”

Interventionist policy

Keynes
(1936)

Hicks
(1937)

Phillips
(1959)

Phelps,
Friedman
(1968)

1946-1973: ”Glorious Thirty”

GDP groth, full employment,
inflation

1950s-1960s: Keynesian theory

(e.g. Keynes, Kaldor, Robinson)

+ Austrian theory

(e.g. Von Mises, Hayek)

Room for policy intervention, demand
stimulus, low real interest rates, infla-
tion/unemployment trade-o↵.

Monetary explanation of
the Great Depression

Muth
(1961)

Solow model
(1956)
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A (brief) historical perspective

1970’s:
”Stagflation”

inflation & unemp.

1970s-1980s: monetarist, then

neoclassical economics

(e.g. Friedman, Lucas, Sargent)

Inflation is a monetary phenomenon,
policies have no real e↵ects
(RBC models)
focus on price stability though mone-
tary discipline

1971:
end of
BW

1979-1983:
Volcker’s

desinflation

1979 1983

Lucas
(1972)

Kydland
&

Prescott
(1977)

Woodford
(2003)

1985-2007: ”Great Moderation”

low inflation, stable GDP growth

2000s-2010’s: regain of interest

for Austrian economics,

Minsky financial hypothesis,

Koo’s deleveraging crisis:

role of credit, leverage, money/debt

Policy reactions largely inspired by
historical experience, judgment and

pragmatism

CGG
(1999)

1973:
1st oil
shock

Long &
Plosser
(1983)

2008:
Lehman
broth-
ers’

bankrupcy1989

1989: 1st
inflation
targeting

regime (NZ)

2008-...: ”Great

Recession”/liquidity

trap

Financial crisis, collapse
in asset values, (risk of)

deflation, ZLB,

recession, pressure on
public and private debts,

non-concentional
monteray policy (QE,
forward guidance),

1990s-...: New Keynesian economics (e.g. Woodford)

Nominal rigidities and demand-driven output: short-run real
e↵ects of policies, focus on price stability though adjustments
of the interest rate

”Euro
crisis”
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The Classical business cycles
Main assumptions

� Consumption and savings (S) are
substitutes.

�
Prices/wages are flexible: markets
always clear, r∗ such as I = S

� The economy always operates on the
production possibility frontier:
equilibrium path.

� Money is neutral: changes in quantity
of money, prices, any nominal value
(nominal shock) has no e↵ect on
output.
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The Classical business cycles
Sources of fluctuations (1/2)

�
Technology shocks (positive or
negative) such as innovations, external
shocks such as natural disaster shift
the production possibility frontier.

�
Permanent e↵ects: shift to another
equilibrium.

� Example: Real Business Cycles (RBC)
models à la Kydland & Prescott
(1978), Long & Plosser (1983).
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The Classical business cycles
Sources of fluctuations (2/2)

�
Preferences shocks (positive or
negative) of the representative
consumer such as changes in risk
aversion, a↵ect its saving rate, but
not the production possibility frontier.

� Changes in savings/investment has
permanent e↵ects on productive
capital accumulation and equilibrium
level of per capita capital and output.

� Example: Neoclassical growth models
à la Solow.
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Origins of unemployment
The (neo-)classical story

� Firms’ labor demand L

d(!−)
� Households’ labor supply L

s(!+)

Neoclassical unemployment
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The (neo-)classical story

� Firms’ labour demand L
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s(!+)
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Origins of unemployment
The (neo-)classical story

� Firms’ labor demand L

d(!−)
� Households’ labor supply L

s(!+)
� Rigidities in the wage
adjustment process →
unemployment

� In the long run, wage adjusts
downward→ production increases→ and unemployment decreases.
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The Keynesian business cycles

Two main ingredients:

�
Nominal rigidities: prices and wages
cannot adjust immediately to clear the
markets (menu costs, wage contracts).

� Structural lack of aggregate

demand (”e↵ective” demand, role of
expectations): the economy generally
does not operate on the production
possibility frontier.
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The Keynesian business cycles

� Investment equals savings by
accounting identity (not by
adjustment of r).

� Intertemporal/long-run aspects
ignored, focus on short-run.
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Origins of unemployment
The Keynesian story

� Firms’ labor demand L

d(!−)
� Households’ labor supply L

s(!+)
� Lack of aggregate demand →
unemployment
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Origins of unemployment
The Keynesian story

� Firms’ labor demand L

d(!−)
� Households’ labor supply L

s(!+)
� Lack of aggregate demand →
unemployment

� Increasing aggregate demand→ production increases→ wage adjusts upwards→ and unemployment decreases.
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The Austrian cycles
Low interest rates, credit bubble, malinvestment and crisis

� Consumption and investment are
substitutes: I = S

� Interest rate clears the
savings/investment market.

� Example: Garrison (2000).
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The Austrian cycles
Low interest rates, credit bubble, malinvestment and crisis

� Consumption and investment are
substitutes: I = S

�
Cheap credit creates imbalances
between S and I : temporary
deviations from the production
possibility frontier (r < r∗).

� Increase in I financed by credit does
not correspond to an increase in future
consumption (S).

� To reequilibrate I and S , r has to rise,
provoking a drop in I , profits and
output.

� Example: Garrison (2000).
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The Austrian cycles
Low interest rates, credit bubble, malinvestment and crisis

�
Cheap credit creates imbalances
between S and I : temporary
deviations from the production
possibility frontier (r < r∗).

� Increase in I financed by credit does
not correspond to an increase in future
consumption (S).

� To reequilibrate I and S , r has to rise,
provoking a drop in I , profits and
output.

� Example: Garrison (2000).
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Origins of the business cycles: sum-up

�
Classical cycles: disequilibrium on the labor market.

�
Keynesian cycles: disequilibrium on the product market.

�
Austrian cycles: disequilibrium on the financial market.

� In practice, these explanations may coexist: market

interactions.
� In practice, financial frictions: imperfect transformation of
savings into productive investment (e.g. credit rationing after
a balance-sheet shock, imperfect substitution of money into
assets, etc.)→ have long-run e↵ects on investment, GDP growth and level.
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The Phillips curve: a trade-o↵?
Demand-driven inflation & the short-run trade-o↵
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→ Phillips (1959) on UK data
from 1861-1957:
downward-sloping growth rate of
nominal wages and
unemployment.

→ Became an integral part of
policy making in the 1960s:

⇡t =�
i≥1�i⇡t−i − �ut (1)

The Phillips curve: a trade-o↵?
Demand-driven inflation & the short-run trade-o↵
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Increase in demand

(catching-up process, policy
stimulus, etc.)

→ increase in money wage:

→ increase in aggregate demand

→
� increase in inflation

� increase in GDP/ decrease in
unemployment

The Phillips curve: a trade-o↵?
Demand-driven inflation & adaptive expectations
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→ Phelps (1968) - Friedman
(1968):

⇡t = ⇡e
t − �ut (2)

→ With adaptive expectations

⇡e
t = ⇡e

t (⇡t−i), once inflation is
constant, the Phillips curve breaks
down.

→ Became the majority view after
the hyperinflation episode in the
1970s.

The Phillips curve: a trade-o↵?
Demand-driven inflation & no long-run trade-o↵
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Increase in money wages W and
prices P

→ purchasing power/real wage W
P

actually not increasing

→ decrease in consumption/
aggregate demand:

� increase in unemployment →
back to the initial level:
NAIRU.

� ... but inflation is
higher.

The Phillips curve: a trade-o↵?
Demand-driven inflation & no long-run trade-o↵
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The Phillips curve: a trade-o↵?
Demand-driven inflation & rational expectations
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Vertical Phillips curve

→ Sargent & Wallace (1975): ⇡e
t

is rational/model-consistent,
i.e. agents do not make any
mistake on average: ⇡e

t = ⇡t .
→ No trade-o↵, even in the
short-run.



The Phillips curve: a trade-o↵?
Demand-driven inflation & rational expectations
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Vertical Phillips curve
Expansionary policies but no
money illusion

→ purchasing power is kept
constant:

� consumption/aggregate
demand constant,

� unemployment constant at
the NAIRU level

� ... but inflation is
higher.

The Phillips curve: a trade-o↵?
An unexpected disinflation is employment-costly in the short-run
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Restrictive policies

→ Decrease in W (and P)

→ money illusion :

� consumption/aggregate
demand falls

� unemployment increases
beyond the NAIRU

� ... but inflation is decreasing.

The Phillips curve: a trade-o↵?
... but in the long-run, unemployment goes back to the NAIRU
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Households realize that P also

decreased:

→ Purchasing power increased:

� consumption/aggregate
demand increases

� unemployment decreases
toward the NAIRU

� ... and inflation remains
lower.

The Phillips curve: a trade-o↵?
A credible disinflation is not costly
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Decrease in W (and P) but no
money illusion

→ purchasing power held
constant:

� consumption/aggregate
demand constant

� unemployment stable at the
NAIRU

� ... but inflation is decreasing.

The Phillips curve: a trade-o↵?
A credible disinflation is not costly
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Consequently:

� no economic benefit from
higher inflation;

� policy should target a low

(positive) inflation rate...

� ...to ensure a stable
economic environment.

The Phillips curve: Policy implications in a nutshell

� Volcker’s desinflation in 1980’s partly validates the RE view.

� RE: Inflation is a monetary phenomenon, monetary policy

has no real e↵ect, money does not matter.

� Shift of interest towards interest GE analysis and
micro-founded models based on RE and optimal decision
making in structural environments (Lucas 1972, RBC models),
stochastic neoclassical growth models.

� But in RBC models, no room for policy, not even in the
short-run

→ regain of interests for some elements of the Keynesian
theory.



The New Keynesian Phillips curve

� Micro-foundations with nominal rigidities (price stickiness):

⇡t = �⇡e
t+1 + mct + (+ cost-push shock) (3)

→ � and  are structural parameters, mc ∝ output gap is
firms’ marginal costs.

� By iterating forward: ⇡t = ∑+∞i=0 mc

e
t+i→ Inflation is a ”jump” variable, only depends on mc

e
t+i .

� “Hybrid NKPC” to (re)introduce persistence:

⇡t = �⇡t−1 + (1 − �)⇡e
t+1 + mct + (+ cost-push shock) (4)

→ The higher �, the less power monetary policy has on
inflation.→  is the slope of the PC: the higher, the more power
monetary policy has.→ Management of expectations: inflation targeting.

Contents Outline of the course Introduction to the content of the lectures

Inflation targeting regimes

� Initiated in 1989 in New Zealand, today 23 countries,
including 17 emerging and Eastern European countries (e.g.
Brazil, Ghana, Guatemala, Philippines).

� Main characteristics (Orphanides & Williams 2007):
� Explicit inflation target and priority to price stabilisation in the
CB’s mandate (e.g. 8 ± 2% in Ghana, 4 ± 1% in Indonesia,
1 − 3% in Israel, 2.5% in Norway).

� Essential role of expectations: inflation forecast targeting.
� Clear communication strategy with the public: transparency
leads to accountability and predictability of monetary policy
decisions: publication of minutes, press conferences, speeches,
publication of forecasts, forward guidance though future path
of interest rates.

� Flexible inflation targeting: secondary objective in terms of

GDP growth/unemployment.

Isabelle Salle USE, Utrecht University
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Inflation targeting regimes: basic requirements

� Central bank independence (instrument, but also goal).
�
No targeting of the nominal exchange rate: CB’s
autonomy by shift toward more flexible exchange-rate regimes.

� A su�ciently strong financial system to ensure the
pass-though from changes in policy rates to lending rates→ “financial repression” (McKinnon, 1973): keeping interest
rates very low by governmental interventions to limit the costs
of public financing instruments (e.g. imposing large reserve
and liquidity requirements on banks, ceilings on lending rates,
political pressure on state-owned banks, limiting the degree of
competition on the credit market).

� Increased transparency, accountability, information (e.g.
data on prices and real sector developments, availability of
reliable procedures for forecasting inflation).
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Outline of the lectures

1. DSGE modeling: first generation (RBC models)

1.1 What is a DSGE model?

1.2 Basic RBC models: resolution & insights

1.3 Limitations of the RBC models

2. DSGE modeling: second generation (NK models)

2.1 The New Keynesian baseline model

2.2 Extensions of the baseline models

2.3 Limitations of the NK models

3. Alternative macro modeling approaches

3.1 Introducing learning into DSGE models

3.2 Lab experiments

3.3 Agent-based models
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